
15-410, Spring 2016

Homework 2

Due: Friday, April 29th, 23:59:59

Strict deadline - no late days!

This homework assignment is due Friday, April 29th at 23:59:59. As we intend to make solutions
available on the web site immediately thereafter, please turn your solutions in on time.
Late days are not available for this assignment.

You will be submitting the homework online using a different method for each of the two prob-
lems: Problem 1 will be submitted using AFS (as described below), and Problem 2 will be
submitted via Gradescope.com.

Be sure to logon to Gradescope well before the deadline (even if you aren’t submitting yet),
in case you have forgotten your password and need to reset it. (Your Gradescope user ID is
your Andrew email address.) Before you can upload your assignment into Gradescope, it needs
to be formatted as a PDF file. For information on how to upload homework assignments into
Gradescope, please see the “For students: Submit homework” tutorial on Gradescope’s “Get
Started” web page: https://gradescope.com/get started.

As usual, you may discuss this assignment with others, but you must then go off by yourself to
write up the solution.

Problem 1: Public Key Practicum

As you go through the steps of working on this question, try to think carefully about what each
step is accomplishing in terms of underlying cryptography primitives.

Follow the directions in https://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜410/hw2/gpg.html to generate a PGP key
ring, containing public and private keys for digital signature and encryption purposes. Do not
turn the key ring in to your hw2 directory! Instead, follow the directions on how to export
the public key information from the key ring into a file, hw2/$USER.asc. Then create a secret
message for the course staff, in hw2/$USER.secret.asc.

Problem 2: Good Fences Make Good Neighbors

Recall from our second lecture on parallelism (the one that discussed memory consistency mod-
els) that the Intel x86 instruction set includes a “memory fence” operation (MFENCE) to
help enforce memory-ordering behaviors on parallel machines. Looking beyond Intel x86, the
instruction sets of the other major commercial microprocessors that we see on the market today
(e.g., ARM, SPARC, POWER, AMD64, MIPS, etc.) have similar types of instructions for con-
trolling memory-ordering behaviors on parallel machines, although the specific details of how
these memory fence or memory barrier operations are performed (and of the underlying mem-
ory consistency model of the hardware) vary across machines. For the sake of portability across
machines, the Linux kernel defines the following macro for inserting full memory barriers/fences:

smp mb(): a full “memory barrier” (aka “full fence”), which prevents any subsequent loads
or stores in the given thread from beginning until all previous loads and stores in the
given threads instruction stream have completed. For Intel x86, this Linux macro can be
implemented using an MFENCE.

Further details on these Linux memory barrier macros can be found here:

• “Memory Barriers: a Hardware View for Software Hackers”, by Paul E. McKenney.
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Also recall from our first synchronization lecture (Lecture 7) that one approach to implementing
a mutex for two threads is Peterson’s Solution (which involves taking turns when necessary).

Here is some code that (partially) implements a two-thread mutex using Peterson’s Solution.

#define MAX_THREADS 2

/* This simple macro calculates the other thread ID: 0 -> 1, 1 -> 0 */

#define OTHER_THREAD(_myId) (_myId ^ 1)

typedef struct {

boolean flag;

/* Pad out the structure to a full cache line. */

char padding[LINESIZE_MINUS_BOOLEANSIZE];

} padded_boolean;

typedef struct {

padded_boolean want[MAX_THREADS];

int turn;

} mutex_t;

mutex_initialize(mutex_t *mutex) {

mutex->want[0].flag = 0;

mutex->want[1].flag = 0;

mutex->turn = 0;

}

mutex_lock(mutex_t *mutex, int myThreadId) {

int otherThreadId = OTHER_THREAD(myThreadId);

mutex->want[myThreadId].flag = 1;

mutex->turn = otherThreadId;

spin_until_acquired(mutex, otherThreadId);

}

void spin_until_acquired(mutex_t *mutex, int otherThreadId) {

/* Program Point #1: insert fence/barrier here? */

while (mutex->want[otherThreadId].flag && (mutex->turn == otherThreadId)) {

/* Program Point #2: insert fence/barrier here? */

continue};

/* Program Point #3: insert fence/barrier here? */

}

void mutex_unlock(mutex_t *mutex, int myThreadId) {

/* Program Point #4: insert fence/barrier here? */

mutex->want[myThreadId].flag = 0;

/* Program Point #5: insert fence/barrier here? */

}

A two-threaded program that uses the Peterson’s Solution implementation of a mutex lock would
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look similar to any other (two-threaded) program using a mutex lock. For example, it might
look like the following:

/* Assume that myThreadId is properly initialized to either 0 or 1. */

int myThreadId;

mutex_t lock_for_work_queue;

mutex_initialize(&lock_for_work_queue);

...

while (still_running) {

...

mutex_lock(&lock_for_work_queue, myThreadId);

/* start of critical section */

...

if (do_push)

work_queue->push(new_work);

else head_of_queue = work_queue->pop();

...

/* end of critical section */

mutex_unlock(&lock_for_work_queue, myThreadId);

...

}

Your goal is to insert the minimum number of Linux smp mb() macros (aka “full memory barri-
ers”) into the spin until acquired() and mutex unlock() routines shown above so that the
code will behave correctly on a parallel machine with a weak memory consistency model.1 Under
a weak memory consistency model, only the following conditions are guaranteed:

1. before an ordinary memory access (i.e. a LOAD or a STORE) is allowed to perform with
respect to any other processor, all previous smp mb() accesses must be performed, and

2. before an smp mb() is allowed to perform with respect to any other processor, all previous
ordinary memory accesses (i.e. LOADS and STORES) must be performed, and

3. smp mb() accesses are sequentially consistent with respect to one another.

For each of the five Program Points (#1 through #5) that have been labeled with comments in
these two routines, answer the following questions:

• Is an smp mb() operation required here?

• If your answer is YES, then show a counter-example trace (using a table format with
one column per processor) that illustrates how the software will break if the smp mb()

operation is missing. (It is okay to use similar counter-examples for different program
points, if appropriate.)

• If your answer is NO, then provide a convincing argument for why the smp mb() is not
needed at this program point.

1For further details on weak memory consistency models, see: Gharachorloo, Daniel Lenoski, James Laudon,
Phillip Gibbons, Anoop Gupta, and John Hennessy. 1990. Memory consistency and event ordering in scal-
able shared-memory multiprocessors. In Proceedings of the 17th annual international symposium on Computer
Architecture (ISCA ’90). ACM, New York, NY, USA, 15-26. DOI=http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/325164.325102
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